Abstract -In our project on the autonomous guidance of Micro-perform phonotaxis by orienting their course to recah a mate Air Vehicles (MAVs) in confined indoor and outdoor environments, [5] we have combined an insect vision-based autopilot with a directional Our latest autopilot, called 
source along a corridor by automatically controlling its speed, itsr nstit t clearance from the walls and its body yaw. A hovercraft is an air ye-wereh r hide endowed witb natural roll and pitch stabilization characteristics we are working on ( Fig. 1 ) is an advantageous "MAV" in which planar flight control systems can be developed conveniently. in many ways. It makes no contact with the ground and Our hovercraft is fully actuated by two rear and two lateral thrusters. flies on a plane at a constant height of about 2mm, which It travels at a constant altitude (about 2mm) and senses the obstacles eliminates the need to implement an altitude control system by means of two lateral eyes that measure the right and left optic on-board. A hovercraft is also endowed with inherent roll flows (OFs).
The visuo-motor control system which has been previously called and pitch stabilization characteristics which does away with LORA III (Lateral Optic flow Regulation Autopilot Mark III) is an the need to implement an attitude control system on-board.
insect-inspired d ial OF reg ilator consisting of two interdependent LORA III computer-simulated experiments showed excellent feedback loops, each of which has its own OF set-point and controls performances in controlling both forward speed and clearance its own translational degree of freedom (surge or sway).
we the walsin sraight a dcoridors "M[AV" The sound based control system servoes the robot course direction fro the walsi It and ta co [6] . In bot to the sound source direction estimated by an insect-inspired sound types of corridor the hovercraft managed to reach a safe sensor.
forward speed and a safe clearance from the walls, which are
Our computer-simulated experiments show that the hovercraft can commensurate with the lateral width of the corridor [6] . for the hovercraft to reach the target while controlling its clearance human-inspired sound source localization system [7] . Some from the walls and its forward speed jointly, without any need for robots have already been equipped with omnidirectional mispeed and range sensors.
crophones [8] Figure 1 schematics show that the simulated robot is sound propagation and the sound directional sensor).
equipped with:
The visual contrasts are simulated using simulation tools Two omni-directional microphones attached to the robot previously developed in the lab [6] , [10] . [11] , [12] . It does not velocity in air.
belong to the "Reichardt correlator" scheme [13] but belongs rather to the "token-matching schemes". The nonlinear circuit
In these first simulations, we neglect echos, sound wave is driven by two neighbouring channels, each of which inreflections and wave guide effects.
volves several processing stages, some of which are realized in a microcontroller [14] . The EMD output is a monotonic function of the OF within a 10-fold range (from 40°/s to 400/s) [15] . Whenever the EMD circuit does not detect any
The robot is a miniature hovercraft that is rendered fully new contrasting features, it holds the last measured value for ctuated in the plane by adding two lateral thrusters to the a period of 05s. two rear thrusters ( fig. 1) is derived from cricket ear, studied by Webb et al in 2000 [1i6], [9] . (Fig. 4 to 8) , the speed control and side the robot's yaw. This feedback loop will make the robot control loops, respectively, strive to maintain the sum and reach the sound source automatically. the larger value between right and left optic flows constant The tuning procedures for both speed and side controllers is all the way to the sound source (e.g. Fig. 4 d,c ). In addition, described in detail in [6] the third (sound based) control loop also strives to maintain the robot's heading oriented towards the sound source during V. SIMULATION RESULTS the final approach. As the robot gets closer to the target, the sound sensor output signal becomes more precise despite the that used previously [6] (covering a 1-decade contrast range Our simulation shows that a robot can reach a sound source from 4 c to 38c, and a 1.5-decade angular frequency range using solely insect-inspired sound and optic flow sensing. Our from 0.034 c/°to 1.08 c/°reading from the longitudinal axis autopilot is rather simple in terms of pro essing and rises of the corridor).
exclusively passive (non-emissive) sensors that are low cost, Irrespective of its initial position, the hovercraft can be seen light weight and power-lean. to automatically slow down as it approaches the narrowest Future investigation should try to combine vertical and horsection and to accelerate again beyond the constriction (Figure izontal sound-based control system to make a robot reach a 4b). The hovercraft therefore negotiates a narrowing passage target.
by automatically decelerating.
Our autopilot could be nevertheless applied to vehicles in The present robot trajectories have been recorded using 
